INTRODUCTION
This manual describes the step-by-step procedure required to set up a level, cleared (distortion free) stereo model on the Kern PG-2 Photogrammetric Plotter. It is intended to be used AFTER the user has been taken through the procedure at least once by a qualified user. For the more experienced user, Appendix A includes a list of reminders of the set-up procedure, an example of a worksheet that will allow rapid restablishment of old models, a list of common geologic uses of the PG-2, and a list of standard maintenance. More advanced corrections and techniques, such as water models and corrections for the curvature of the earth are not treated in this manual. This element is used as one of the elements for relative orientation (similar to bz). A = Variable armlength of the height counter I = Value in meters or feet of the smallest interval at the height counter RULES, REGULATIONS, DO'S AND DON'TS 1. Wash hands before touching the glass plates.
DEFINITIONS
2. Always cover the instrument when not in use.
3. No food or drink on the instrument.
4. Lock base carriage in the center of the table after use.
5. Don't EVER use lubricants on any part of instrument OTHER than wax on the base carriage table.
6. No smoking in the PG-2 room.
NEVER MOVE THE PANTOGRAPH OR WORKING ARM SLIDE when the Working
Arm pin is inserted in the Working Arm.
FIRST STEP INSTRUCTIONS 1. Get a qualified user to point out and name all of the parts and adjustments on the PG-2.
2. Turn on the toggle (main) switch on left side of the upper frame ( fig. 1-a) .
3. Adjust eye focus ( fig. 2 -a) and squint controls (fig. 2b, c) so that the floating mark is adjusted to your eyes. The rheostats and selector knob for the floating mark are shown in Figure 1 -g, and i. If this is the first time you set up, delay this adjustment until Step 11 when both photographic plates are removed from the top of the instrument. These squint control positions may be marked on a photograph of the aluminum plates by the control knobs for your convenience in subsequent work.
4. Check and adjust all scale setting knobs on the plotter to their respective zeros (figs. 3, 4, and 9):
= ^y2 , ^x2 = 200 Omega y,x = ^yl , wxl = 100
5. If paper prints are to be used, make sure the gray rheostat box behind the pencil sharpener ( fig. 1-b) , on left side of table is plugged into the proper receptacle in the white converter box.
6. Read the focal length ( FL ) of the photographs of your stereo pair. Set Cy^, Cy£, C x^, and C x£ to this focal length ( fig. 3-a, b, c, d ). If you do not know the FL of your photos, assume it is 152.5 cm; most photos are from 6 inch cameras.
7. Determine and RECORD the scale of your photos ( M p ). Do this by:
Distancea.R in mm on your base map x y\k ( a ) Distance/\_B in mm on your photographs or ( b ) H (in feet) -Hm (in feet) x 304.8 FL 8. Determine the value b using the following precedure (a) Overlap the photos so that the image along one edge parallel to the flight line matches the image on the underlying photo. Offset the photos slightly perpendicular to the flight line and measure in mm the distance between the center ( or the two closest edge ) fiducial marks of the overlying and underlying photos. 13. Go to the PG-2. Check the filters to see whether the clear (for color photos) or green (for black and white photos) filters are over the viewing column, visable now below the optical plate support frame ( fig. 3-i) . Make change if necessary (the filters are in the tool box). Return to the light table, pick up the plate by its knobs, and gently replace it on the PG-2 (it only goes one way, three feet in 3 cradles).
14. Repeat the 11 through 13 for your right photo. Swing the fluorescent lights back over photos. For photographs with FL = 152 mm, the settings at sea level are 152. For a given focal length the frame must be 1 owered for high terrain and raised for low terrain. For 88 mm photographs lower the frame below lowest locking grove (resting on the safety lock).
(a) Move the base carriage to the center of the table and try to get your model in focus and the floating dot on the ground at magnification 2X. If this is your first or second time you have tried to set up a model on the PG-2, the parallax of your model may make this seem an imposibility. However, after a little practice, you can judge whether the problem is parallax or improper Z column distance. In the cases where you are unable to obtain approximate focus on the model and cannot get the dot on the ground, get the closest approximation, then observe the Z column cylinder ( fig. 4 -c).
(b) If you are at the proper Z column locking mark, and the Z column ( fig. 4-c) is all the way out of its sleeve, you must lower the upper frame of the PG-2 ( fig. 1-e) ; go to step 3c. If the Z column is all the way down, the frame it must be moved up; go to step 3g. 5-e) with your palm while maintaining a firm hold on the frame. The supports are spring loaded so the effort in holding and moving the frame is small. HOWEVER, do everything gently so that the frame is not jarred. With the palm latch depressed, move the frame down until it seats in the next ring 10mm down. Never go more than 10mm on one support without doing step 3d. RETIGHTEN the thumb screw firmly (but don't crank it down). 5. Move the Z column up using the Z wheel until the lower red dot rests on top of the sleeve. Index as before and read the Z 6. Go to the far right column of the KERN tables on the row of your selected Mm; read and RECORD the n value. This is the number of the transmission disc needed to scale your pantograph. IF ALTECK IS AVAILABLE, REFER TO SPECIAL PROCEDURE 2 (at the end of this section). 10. Place the new tranmission disc in place; replace and tighten the transmission disc knob firmly but not too firmly. Replace the band over the disc -WITH CAUTION NOT TO KINK IT and on the back sides of the two drums to the right of the disc ( fig.  6-1 ).
11. Rarely snug the band with counterclockwise rotation of the tension knob described in 8. Make sure that the band is seated properly in the drums and on the transmission disc. If not, release the tension and try again.
12. There is an indexing pin hole on top of and to the right of each number on the Working Arm ( fig. 6-m) . The numbers are ranges of n values. Move the Working Arm Slide to the n value range that fits the n value recorded at step 6. Insert the pin ( fig. 6-t 2. Set the base carriage to Position 1 ( fig. 7 ). This will be with the n-gauge scale = 0 ( fig. 3-j) , and the Cxj slide bar ( fig. 3-c) in the vertical position (bar parallel to the gauge). Focus the dot on ground by using the K2 gauge ( fig.  3 -k) in concert with the Z wheel ( fig. 4-d) to bring the image at the center of the field into stereo alignment while forming one spot focused on the ground. Consult Figure 7 for determining how the dots should move relative to each other. Begin this process at 2x magnification and do the final clearing at 8x. Normally, it will be impossible to obtain stereo for the whole field of view, so concentrate on the immediate center of the model.
NOTE:
If there is extreme parallax in the model, it may be difficult to obtain stereo even in the center of the model. In this case, get the best alignment possible and go to step 3.
3. Repeat step 2 at Position 2 ( fig. 7 ) using the >^ } gauge ( fig.  3-1) . Position 2 is obtained with the base carriage on the right center of the base carriage table (n=0) and the Cx2 slide bar ( fig. 3-d) in the vertical position (parallel to its gauge). If stereo was difficult to obtain in step 2, return to step 2. If adequate stereo and placement of the dot on the to step 5.
ground was achieved in both steps 2 and 3 go to step 6. In very rare cases, satisfactory stereo will still not be achieved after two iterations of steps 2 and 3. If so, go to steps 4 and 5.
Return to positioning of step 2 and determining whether the H2 9 au 9 e ( fi 9-3 ' 1 ) is a11 tne way Past 290° or 310°-Go to the back of the instrument, swing the fluorescent lights away from right hand plate ( ft 3)-Note tne center of the photo and carefully remove the clips from the pressure plate, lift off the pressure plate without disturbing the photo, place a finger at center of photo, rotate the photo about its center (under your finger) to achieve about 10° more rotation in the direction already traveled by Y\ 2-Replace the pressure plate and clips without disturbing the photo. Swing the fluorescent light back. Proceed with steps 2 and 3. If you achieve adequate stereo on both ft i and ft 2 go to step 6: if not (after two iterations of 2 and 3) go 5. Repeat step 4, only this time with ^i(left) photo. Again, do steps 2 and 3. If the photos do not achieve stereo now, you have done everything possible and the plane turned 90° between exposing the two photos. Ask for a refund on your photography. If stereo is achieved, go to step 6.
6. Move the base carriage to point 3 (Position 3 of fig. 7 , slide bar vertical ( fig. 3-d ) and the n-scale at some uneven integer. For 1 52 mm (6 inch) cameras, n =3 is the most convenient position for proper coverage and later calculations. Adjust B o gauge (fig, 4 -k) and Z wheel as above until stereo is achieved and the dot is on the ground. In cases where stereo still is not achieved before the Bo adjustment range is exceeded, you have to begin all over again at step 1 of this section after placing the right photo in the left plate and vice versa. If you have achieved stereo, proceed to step 7.
7. Move the base carriage to the left rear of table (Position 4, fig. 7 ) so that the Cx^ slide bar ( fig. 3-c) is vertical and the n-scale is on the same number as in Position 3. Remove parallax as in the above steps using the *fy2 gauge ( fig. 4-p) and the Z wheel. When stereo is achieved and the dot is on the ground, read the ^y2 If it exceeds +; 1.25 units from its zero position of 200, use the tables on the 5 Y2 arm rest ( fig. 1-f ) to obtain the required correction for Cy2 ( fig.  3-b) . Dial the proper correction into Cy2 transfer the reading on *$ y2 to the ^ X2 ( fig. 3-m) gauge. Go to step 8.
8. Move the base carriage to the front center of table (pen switch indexed with the screw on the center front of the table and the n-scale = the setting used in steps 6 and 7 but on the other 9.
10.
side of n = 0 (Position 5, fig. 7 ). Remove parallax as in previous steps using the u;y^ gauge ( fig. 3-n) . Read and record (jjyi, and if your n-scale setting was 3, move the gauge an equal amount in the same direction to the correction already made.
(Remember that the 0 position for CJyi was 100). The number of times this over correction should be made is determined by the formula 1/2 x (n-1). In most cases you will have used n = 3, hence you make one 1/2 x (3-1) over-correction. Transfer this total correction to the CJx^ gauge ( fig. 3-o) . If the total correction exceeds _+ 1.25 units from 100, find the correction factor required for Cxj gauge ( fig. 3-c) from the tables on the \f y2 arm rest. Dial this correction into Cx^. Go to step 9.
Repeat steps 2, 3, 6, and 7. Go to step 10.
Go to Position 5 and determine WITHOUT TOUCHING the (jyi GAUGE whether any parallax remains. If less than one floating dot diameter of parallax remains, go to SCALING.
If more, go to step 9.
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6. Find, using your base carriage and Z wheel, two points (A and B) as far away as possible on your that are also well defined on your base map.
well-defined stereo model
Move to Point A on your photo on the ground over the point. that you are still over and relock as necessary.
model and carefully place the dot LOCK the base carriage and check on Point A. Unlock, adjust, and Move Point A on base map under the pantograph pencil. You can either use the solenoid to place the pencil on the map or place the pencil point in the scaled measurement disc (from the tool box) and position point A of the map under 0 on the disc. Weight your map, making sure the weights will not interfer with the pencil or Working Arm Slides. Recheck that step 3 is still satisfied.
Unlock the base carriage. Move the dot to Point B and carefully place the dot on ground over point B. Lock the base carriage. Place a finger on Point A, remove weights and rotate the map so that point B on the map is on a line with point A and the position of the pencil. Reweight the base map.
Measure and RECORD distance AB (L) on the base map. Measure the distance _+ L that the pencil is too far beyond or too short of point B on the map.
x BX (old) Note: Bx(old) is 80 unless reset earlier.
Calculate:
Bx (new) = Bx (old) _+ ABx
Change dial Bx to Bx (new) ( fig. 4-k) .
8. Repeat steps 3-7 until A and B of the stereo model and the map exactly coincide. Observe the entire model for parallax. If you have more than one dot separation of parallax, return to REMOVAL OF PARALLAX and do steps 2, 3, 6, 7, 8, 9 , and 10 until parallax is removed. Go to step 9 if or when the worst parallax is smaller than one dot separation.
9. Check several more points (3 to 5) to see if points on the map and the stereo model coincide satisfactorily over the entire model. If they do, proceed to LEVELING. If not, it is probable that either point A or B were mislocated during construction of the base map. Choose two new points (C and D) and repeat steps 3-9 (using points C and D). Repeat step 9 with the new points until a satisfactory fit of the photo and the map is achieved over the entire model. In rare cases this is not possible and is the result of uneven stretching of the photos, map, or both. If so, (1) get the best approximation, or (2) make your own topo base map with the PG-2. LEVELING 1. Choose 3 positions as shown in Figure 8 . Each position must be well defined on both base map and photos, should have readable elevations on the base map, and should be as far away from each other as possible. Points 1 and 3 should be as close to parallel with the front edge of the pantograph table as possible. The line Point 1 -Point 2 should be as near to perpendicular to the front edge of the table as possible. As shown in Figure 8 , rather than the actual distances between the points, the distances Ix and ly are measured from Point 1 along lines parallel and perpendicular to the front of pantograph table.
2. Move the dot with the base carriage and 2 wheel to Point 1 and set the dot on the point. Using the knurled knob ( fig. 4-g ) and dial face ( fig. 4-f) , set the 2 dial to the elevation indicated for Point 1 on the base map. If you can not reach this elevation, add multiples of 1,000 feet to the map elevation until you can set the modified elevation on the dial. Remember, to get the dial elevation, you must refer to I (recorded earlier) to calculate the number of feet per dial gauge interval (I).
IF ALTEK IS AVAILABLE, SET THE ALTEK preset value to the eleva-14 tion for Point 1 on the base map.
3. Move to Point 2. Set dot on the ground over the point. Read the 2 dial.
If it does not read the correct elevation for the point (with the appropriate thousands added), calculate as follows the Aftcorrection.
1000
Any is in feet, hence ly must be measured (or converted) to feet.
/^h is dial h -map h (i.e., if map h > dial h, 4h is -).
4. Loosen the thumb screw of gauge by your left knee and make adjustment (black for +, red for -) using the gauge ( fig. 9a,b) 5. Return to Point 1. Repeat steps 2-4 until the dial gauge at Point 2 reads 1 or 2 units of what it should read. Tighten thumb screw on the J\. gauge.
6. When satisfied, move to point 3 and repeat steps 3-5 using points 1 and 3 to make $5 corrections where &f = ^x x 1000. The f gauge is by your right knee (Fig. 9-c, e) . The thumbscrew ( fig. 9-d) is to the left of the main gauge, the thumbscrew behind the leg only adjusts tension on the gauge). EACH TIME you make a 4£ correction, you must introduce the same correction (in value and +_ sense) to the scaling B J gauge ( fig. 4k ). Alternatively, you can repeat step 6 of REMOVAL OF PARALLAX.
7. Check points 1-3 to ensure that they all read within +_ 1-2 dial gauge units of their actual value, check other points on the model until you are satisfied the model in level. If not satisfied, choose 3 new points and repeat steps 1-7. 
